Abstract-To optimize the network utility in 3GPP Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A) heterogeneous networks (HetNets), it is necessary to jointly consider inter-cell interference mitigation and user attachment Based on potential game formulation, we optimize almost blank subframe (ABS) and/or cell selection bias (CSB) settings for both macrocells and picocells in a distributed manner. We demonstrate the need of joint ABS and CSB optimization via simulation case studies. Extensive simulations confirm that joint ABS and CSB optimizations can lead to a 20% improvement in spectral efficiency and a 46% improvement in energy efficiency while increasing the fairness of the achieved rates of users.
I. INTRODUCTION
To meet the predicted fast growth of mobile data traffic [1] , it has been envisioned that cell densification is one of the key technologies. Due to the high cost and shortage of available sites of deploying more macrocells, adding low-power small cells into the current cellular networks becomes a feasible way to increase the network capacity [2] . The resultant networks that operators have to deal with after deploying small cells will be heterogeneous networks (HetNets).
Some non-trivial optimization work, however, must be done in order to get the maximum capacity increase from HetNets. Mobile users, even located near a small cell, may be associated to an overloaded macrocell because the macrocell provides higher reference signal received power (RSRP). On the other hand, a user associated to a small cell may suffer large inter ference from nearby macrocells and can therefore enjoy very low downlink (DL) throughput. 3GPP has proposed enhanced inter-cell interference coordination (elCIC), where the cellselection bias (CSB) and almost blank subframe (ABS) are the mechanisms to solve the user off-loading and inter-cell interference problems, respectively.
User off-loading and inter-cell interference management are not decoupled problems. The toy example in Fig. 1 illustrates the point that joint ABS and CSB optimization is needed to obtain good DL throughput performance, where the network consists of one macrocell, one picocell, and two users. Fig. la shows the situation where elCIC is not applied, and both user equipment 1 (UEs) will be attached to the macrocell even if UE 2 is located near the picocell. In Fig. lb , the picocell modifies its CSB value so that UE2 is now attached to the picocell even if the macrocell offers higher RSRP. In this case, UEi can enjoy higher throughput because UE2 has been off loaded to the picocell. However, UE 2 will suffer from low throughput due to the strong interference from the macrocell. In Fig. lc , the macrocell offers one of the two subframes (time slots) as an ABS and mutes its transmission on that subframe. Although UEi enjoys less throughput in this case, the throughput of UE2 can be greatly increased because it is served by an interference-free subframe. Also, the total power consumption of the cells are greatly reduced while the users can achieve reasonably high data rate. By comparing the three cases in Fig. 1 , we can see that joint ABS and CSB optimization can lead to a resource allocation pattern that strikes a good balance among fairness, high data rate, and energy efficiency.
Several algorithms of elCIC optimization exist in the lit erature. Tall et al.'s algorithm in [3] performs optimization of ABS and CSB separately, where the ABS patterns are represented as fractional numbers. Deb et al. proposes a centralized algorithm that jointly optimizes ABS and CSB patterns in [4] , where the interfering macrocells of a picocell are constrained to offer ABSs on the same subframes. In [5] , Pang et al. propose a distributed algorithm that determines the number of ABSs without the optimization of CSB. Thakur et al. considered CSB optimization together with femtocell power control in [6] . In [7] , Bedekar and Agrawal show that under certain simplifications, the joint optimization problem can be decoupled into optimizing ABS ratios and optimizing user attachment problems.
This paper aims at optimizing the proportional fair (PF) global utility of a LTE-A HefNet by using a distributed algo rithm that jointly optimizes ABS and CSB patterns. Specifi cally, we formulate an exact potential game, and we show that by randomly choosing a player and letting the player plays ' We use UE and user interchangeably.
978-3-9018-8274-6/15/ ©2015 IFIP (c) CSB applied to the picocell and ABS applied to the macrocell. its best response will lead to a Nash equilibrium. Through simulation studies, we find out that our distributed joint ABS and CSB optimizer can improve the spectral efficiency by 20% and improve the energy efficiency by 46% while enhancing the fairness of the achieved user data rates. Also, we use different DL schedulers and compare their impact on various system performance indicators, and we find out that the scheduler based on convex relaxation can lead to 14% increase in spectral efficiency and 16% in energy efficiency compared to a conventional PF DL scheduler.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II gives the system model of the LTE-A HetNets. Section HI formulates the joint ABS, CSB, and resource allocation optimization problem. Section IV proposes the distributed optimization algorithm based on exact potential game and describes three different DL schedulers. Section V presents the numerical studies, and Section VI concludes the paper. 
Clearly, P^u depends on the transmission power of the serving station, the distance between the serving station and user u, the shadowing loss, and fast fading. These relevant parameters will be described later in the numerical studies section.
Suppose each station has the following resources, i.e., T equal-length subframes in the time domain and F equal-width resource blocks (RBs) in the frequency domain, where each subframe and RB pair forms a physical resource block (PRB). Denote B := T ■ F as the total number of PRBs available at each station. It is assumed that when a station is transmitting on a certain subframe, the transmission power allocated on all the PRBs is the same. Also, it is assumed that all PRBs are synchronized in both time and frequency domains. 
Description

ABS pattern of macrocell m Vector specifying CSB patterns of all stations
The index of subframe of PRB (b) The station user u is associated with Fading gain from station i to user u at PRB 6 Throughput of user u at PRB b, where the serving station of the user is implicitly given Weighting factor of UE u Indicator of whether user u occupies PRB 6 of the serving cell Number of PRBs Number of RBs Noise power of a frequency subcarrier at a user Number of subframes Bandwidth per RB Set of vectors from which macrocells can choose ABS pattern Set of CSB values any station can choose from Set of all macrocells Set of all picocells Set of all users in the system Users associated with station i in V \ p. It is assumed that the serving station knows the throughput of user u at PRB b, and the throughput can be calculated using Shannon's capacity formula, i.e.,
where W is the bandwidth of a PRB. Note that the interference power from the interfering macrocells depends on their ABS patterns. Table I summaries the notations used throughout the paper.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We now present the resource allocation problem, where the ABS and CSB patterns of the stations are the main parameters to be optimized.
Let x Uj b be the binary variable which tells if PRB b is allocated to user u by its serving station, where x u> b = 1 indicates that user u occupies the &-th PRB and x Ut b = 0 indicates otherwise. Assume a nonnegative weighting factor w u is applied to user u. To achieve a good trade-off between maximizing total throughput and user fairness, we aim to solve the following MAXPFUTILITY optimization problem:
where the objective function is chosen to be the sum of log of users' throughput so that proportional fairness among the users is the goal [8] . In the constraint (3), A denotes the set of ABS patterns that a macrocell can adopt.
We will discuss in more detail that MAXPFUTILITY is hard to solve in the next section. Also, a distributed algorithm based on exact potential game will be provided.
IV. DISTRIBUTED ALGORITHM USING GAME THEORY
In this section, we describe the distributed algorithm based on exact potential game and various downlink schedulers. A similar approach for distributed optimization on power control and user association has been discussed in [9] .
A. Exact Potential Game Formulation
In an exact potential game, there exists a potential function such that the change of the potential function due to the change of a player's strategy is equal to the change of the payoff function of that player due to the change of its strategy. If players take turns randomly to update their strategies so that their payoff functions are maximized (i.e., best response), then the strategies of players will converge to a Nash equilibrium within finite steps of game plays [10] , where the underlying assumption is that the game is finite.
Recall that our objective is to maximize the PF objective function in a LTE-A HetNet as stated in MAXPFUTILITY. When a station changes its CSB value or ABS pattern (in case of a macrocell only), the neighboring stations' user attachment and DL throughput can be affected. Let the stations be the players. If each player's payoff function takes the neighboring stations' utilities into account, then the change of the global utility due to the change of a player's strategy will be equal to the change of the payoff function of that player. This gives the intuition of how we can formulate the exact potential game.
Besides ABS and CSB patterns, the selection of DL sched ulers also impacts the DL throughput of a station. In this paper, instead of including various schedulers in the strategy set of each station, we fix the selection of DL schedulers during game plays and compare system performance when different schedulers are used. We will describe the DL schedulers after formulating the exact potential game.
Let M U V be the set of players. For joint ABS and CSB optimization, define the set of strategies that player i can adopt as { AxC, i&M, C,i€P, so that macrocells offer ABSs and can adjust CSB values while picocells only adjust CSB values and offer no ABS. In the sequel we use player and station interchangeably. Denote s and Si as the strategies played by all players and the strategy played by player i, respectively. Let
be the strategies adopted by every player other than player i. Denote
as the strategies of all players so that player i chooses strategy s'i and all other players' strategies are given as s_j. We show that the function [/(•) is a potential function in the following theorem.
Theorem 1. The function U(-) is a potential function of the game (M U V, (S h i e M U V), {V u i € M U V)).
Proof: Suppose we change the strategies of players from s to (s£,s_j), then the change on [/(•) is given as follows:
where (9) follows since the change of player i's strategy only affects the utilities of players in A/*, and (10) follows from the definition of the payoff function of a player. Eqn. (10) indicates that the change of £/(■) due to the change of the strategy of a player is equal to the change of the payoff function of that player. Therefore, U{-) is a potential function of the game
{MUV,(S h ieMl)V),(Vi,ieMUP))
. ■ Since randomly updating players' strategies will lead to a Nash equilibrium if each player plays its best response, the procedure of the distributed optimization can be carried out as follows:
1) Initialize the ABS and CSB patterns of all macrocells. Initialize the CSB values of all picocells. 2) Select a player i randomly from M. U V. The player then tests all strategies in Si and selects the one that maximizes V*. 3) Repeat step 2 until some stopping criterion is met. Note that the same potential game framework can be used to optimize other objective functions. For example one may aim at maximizing the weighted sum of DL throughput of all users [11] , in this case it will be more reasonable to define the payoff function of a player in (7) Moreover, the potential game framework can be used to per form optimizations when only ABS patterns of the macrocells or only CSB values of the stations are allowed to be changed. For solely ABS optimization of macrocells, the strategy sets of all macrocells becomes A and the only strategy that a picocell has is to use all subframes and set its CSB value to 0 dB. For solely CSB optimization, the strategy set of each station is C.
B. DL Schedulers
In this paper, we compare the performance of the distributed optimization algorithm using three DL schedulers.
1) Round-Robin (RR) Scheduler:
A station simply allocates its PRBs to the attached users in turns. For example, suppose a station has five PRBs labeled as PRBi, PRB 2 , ..., and PRB 5 , and there are two users attached to the station, then PRBi, PRB 3 , and PRB 5 will be allocated to user 1 while PRB 2 and PRB4 will be allocated to user 2.
2) PF Scheduler [12] : For station i, the b-th PRB at subframe t, given that the subframe is not an ABS, will be allocated to the following user
-B], f u (t) is the long-term average throughput of user u in subframe r(b) and it is calculated as f u (r(b))= (i_i)r"(r(6)-l)
In the above equation, t c is the time window to be chosen and /{•} is the indicator function. The performance of this scheduler has been studied in several scenarios, see [13] .
3) Convex PF Scheduler: Given a strategy, we wish to maximize the payoff function of a player as defined in (7) subject to the constraints (3), (4) and (5). This problem, however, has been proved to be an NP-hard problem in [14, Theorem 2] .
On the other hand, if we take a picocell as an example, relax the integer constraint in (5) 
we have the following observations: (a) The objective function is concave. To see this, note that ln X)&=i x u,b ■ r u ,b is a composition of a concave function and a linear function so that it is concave, and the objective function is therefore concave since it is a nonnegative summation of concave functions [15] . (b) The constraints are linear. As a result, we can solve RELAXEDSCHEDULER by changing the objective to minimizing the negative of (7) and use of MAXPFUTILITY, we need to quantize a^f** 1 so that the constraints in (3), (4), and (5) are satisfied. The quantization can be done as
where a tie is broken randomly in case argmax u /{rc^1| xed } returns multiple answers for a given b.
The case when the station is a macrocell is similar except no user is assigned to the PRBs that are offered as ABSs. The details are omitted for simplicity.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
A randomly generated hexagonal HetNet layout is shown in Fig. 2 , where the whole network consists of seven clusters of macrocells and the borders of each cluster are marked with bolded lines. Macrocells are located at the center of their respective hexagons. One picocell is placed within each hexagon in the center cluster, where the angle of the vector which starts from the hexagon center and ends at the picocell is randomly chosen and the distance from the picocell to the center of the hexagon follows triangular distribution. This will create an effect that the picocells are more likely to be located near the edge of each hexagon, an area where all neighboring macrocells impose strong interference. Also, for each hexagon in the center cluster, six users are placed within 120 meters from each picocell and another four users are placed within the hexagon. The distribution of the distances from the six users who are intentionally placed within 120 meters of a picocell follows triangular distribution, and the directions from the picocell to the six users are random. The other four users are similarly generated except the reference point becomes the respective macrocell. The six clusters surrounding the center cluster are exact copies of the center cluster. Other parameters are given in Table H The setup of the potential game is given as follows. The elements in M and V are the macrocells and the picocells in the center cluster, respectively. The weighting factors of all users are the same, i.e., w u = 1 for all u. T and F are set to be 10 and 3, respectively. All possible ABS patterns are shown in Fig. 3 , and all possible CSB values are given in Table n. It is assumed that the users are static and the buffers of the stations are always fully loaded. Also, each PRB experiences independent Rayleigh fading with variance 1. The shadowing from a station to a user is calculated by adding a common shadowing value and a randomly generated shadowing value and then dividing the sum by -\/2, so that the shadowing values are correlated [16] . The following results are obtained by averaging 200 randomly generated HetNet topologies. Fig. 4 plots the global utility functions as the potential games are being played, where the global utility function is defined in (8) . The maximum number of iteration is set to be 300. We can see that all global utility functions increase as more iterations are played. Also, the global utility functions when the convex PF schedulers as described in Section IV-B3 are used are always larger than the global utility functions when the PF schedulers as described in Section IV-B2 are used, and the global utility functions when the PF schedulers are used are always larger than the global utility functions when the RR schedulers are used. On average, a global utility function when the convex PF scheduler is used is about 5% larger than a global utility function when the PF scheduler is used, and a global utility function when the PF scheduler is used is about 15% larger than a global utility function when the RR scheduler is used. Three different values of the time window t c of the PF scheduler are tested, and the variation of the global utility function due to different t c settings is not large. Fig. 5, Fig. 6 , and Fig. 7 show the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of the achieved user rates when ABS to gether with CSB optimization, ABS optimization, and CSB optimization are performed, respectively. The achieved rate of a user is defined as the sum of the per-bandwidth Shannon capacity of each PRB that is assigned to that user. We can observe from Fig. 5 that the user rates when joint ABS and CSB optimizations are performed are improved compared to the counterparts when no optimization is done. The user rates improvements due to ABS optimization and CSB optimization, as depicted in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , respectively, are unfortunately not very obvious. Fig. 8 gives the CDFs of the achieved rates of the worst 5% users of all randomly generated HetNets, where the convex PF scheduler is used in each of the four scenarios. We can see that the joint ABS and CSB optimization can help the worst users to increase their achieved rates.
Table in summaries several performance indicators of dif ferent game plays, where Jain's Index stands for the Jain's fairness index of the achieved user rates, CoV stands for the coefficient of variation on the achieved user rates, SE stands for the spectral efficiency defined as the average per-bandwidth capacity of all allocated PRB from cells in M and P, and EE stands for energy efficiency defined as the number of bits transmitted in all allocated PRBs from cells in M. and V divided by the transmission energy used by all cells in M. and V. In general, we can observe that ABS and CSB joint optimization can lead to better user fairness, less deviation of user rates, higher spectral efficiency and higher energy efficiency. Specifically, if we compare the case when joint ABS and CSB optimization is performed and the case when no optimization is carried out while the underlying schedulers in both cases are the convex PF schedulers, then we can observe a 20% increase in spectral efficiency, a 46% increase in energy efficiency, and a larger fairness index achieved by joint ABS and CSB optimization. Also, if we compare the convex PF scheduler and the PF scheduler with t c -40 when joint ABS and CSB optimization is performed, we can observe 14% increase in spectral efficiency, a 16% increase in energy efficiency, and a larger fairness index achieved by the convex PF scheduler. We have proposed a distributed game-theoretic-based al gorithm for jointly optimizing the ABS and CSB patterns in LTE-A HetNets. Based on the potential game framework, we have demonstrated the necessity of jointly optimizing the ABS and CSB patterns, as simulation results suggest that large improvements on spectral efficiency, energy efficiency, and user fairness can be achieved by doing so. Moreover, we have compared two DL PF schedulers and showed that the scheduler obtained from relaxing an NP-hard resource allocation problem outperforms the other more conventional scheduler in terms of user fairness, spectral efficiency, and energy efficiency.
